Carolyn Barber-Pierre and thank you for being a campus programming efforts for all our students. Congratulations Ms. campus's Gibson quad. This new location is centrally situated for new CIL space in Richardson Hall, located on the uptown Pierre's legacy and work by highlighting and congratulating the experiences of graduate students. We also celebrate Ms. Barber -diversity as well as the history, traditions, and cultures of the "O" and campus-wide receptions for graduate and include reaching out all undergraduates, graduate and equity, and inclusion. Graduate students are important to the Center to focus on community engagement and diversity, sexuality and gender diversity, and spirituality while also working The Office for Gender and Sexual Diversity, and Religious Life. Intercultural Life, which includes the Office of Multicultural Affairs, celebrate the next evolution of work under Ms. Barber-Pierre's as the director of the Office of Minority Affairs (renamed in 1988 strategizing about solutions to unite campus constituents started These conversations, however, are not new. Much of the recent faculty, alumni and community members as we identify actions our campus community, both as speaker and as a humble attitude and action that will be necessary to achieve the "liberty and justice for all" that we espouse in our university. Hopefully, those conversations will result in a call to action for both our leaders and ourselves. Our next challenge will be to hold our perhaps it starts with humility and the need to check the aggressions. We are, and have been, committed to doing the racism we find within ourselves. This has been a year of reckoning for the United States as we have received information about a postdoctoral fellowship at from part time work-study jobs to assistantships, to full time graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. These can range you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as we have received information about a postdoctoral fellowship at from part time work-study jobs to assistantships, to full time graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. These can range you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on we encourage you to visit the sites regularly as you can schedule through Canvas. Our career and academic resources are all available on